Abstract Prediction of disruptions caused by locked modes using the Back-Propagation (BP) neural network is completed on J-TEXT tokamak. The network, which is based on the BP neural network, uses Mirnov coils and locked mode coils signals as input data, and outputs a signal including information of prediction of locked mode. The rate of successful prediction of locked modes is more than 90%. For intrinsic locked mode disruptions, the network can give a prewarning signal about 1 ms ahead of the locking-time. For the disruption caused by resonant magnetic perturbation (RMPs) locked modes, the network can give a prewarning signal about 10 ms ahead of the locking-time.
Introduction
In tokamaks, disruption is a dramatic event in which the plasma confinement is suddenly destroyed. There is a huge electromagnetic force with disruptions as well as release of heat, which would affect the supporting structures of the tokamak and even lead to damage. If the disruptions occur frequently on ITER, as an example, the device will be under great stress and the development of research of nuclear fusion will be seriously frustrated [1] . To avoid disruption or to minimize the damage is a pressing need in this age.
For disruptions, there are several identified causes [2, 3] and one general opinion is that they arise from locked modes. Small deviations from toroidal symmetry of the magnetic field can lead to the growth of m=2 tearing mode. The interaction between the tearing mode and the wall or other external magnetic perturbation coils results in a drag force which acts to reduce the phase velocity of the instability, and thereby its frequency. When the phase velocity is reduced to zero, the mode is locked to the vessel. A sudden relaxation of the equilibrium occurs, in which the current profile is flattened, and there is a dramatic loss of confinement with a collapse of plasma temperature and even termination of the discharge with a disruption. This is the classic process of mode locking by intrinsic error field.
As the physics of disruptions are not understood perfectly, to forecast disruption accurately and reduce the damage to devices by external control is a burning desire of researchers. In the past decade, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have already been used to predict disruptions. Artificial neural networks [4, 5] are loosely based on the neural structure of the brain, which is a network connected by a large number of simple neurons. In the artificial neural network prediction, a time series tool is commonly used. Contiguous future prediction and multi-time-scale prediction of MHD signals and soft X ray signals were accomplished on TEXT [1, 6] . Diagnostic signals from four Mirnov probes, one soft X ray monitor and one Hα monitor were used to forecast disruptions by time series prediction on ADITYA [7] . Meanwhile, another tool in ANNs is the BP neural network. On DIII-D [8] and JT-60U [9] , the BP neural network, which consists of a non-linear, non-parametric model of the disruption boundary, was trained to predict high-β disruption with signals from a large number of plasma diagnostics. On JET [10] , a predictor based on the feedforward principle was also set up to control damage. In China, an approximation design was built on HL-2A with both offline prediction [11] and real-time disruption prediction [12] .
This paper focuses on the prediction of locking of tearing modes using the Back-Propagation neural network on J-TEXT [13] . Locking mode is a unique physics process that can be observed clearly in magnetic diagnosis. Focusing on one item (locked mode) limits the practicability of the forecast, but it raises the success prediction percentage and can better understanding of the physical processes of the locked mode. In different conditions we get the forecast about 10 ms earlier for events affected by SFX (external stochastic magnetic perturbation coils experiment) or about 1ms earlier for intrinsic locked mode.
Back-Propagation neural network
In a wide variety of artificial neural network, the BP neural network [5, 14] , which adjusts connection weights in accordance with the error gradient descent rule, is one of the most mature neural networks. Information processing functions of an artificial neural network is determined by the network of neurons' activated characteristics, the network topology, connection weights and the threshold of neurons. In general, when the network topology is fixed, the output is affected by changes of connection weights. The BP neural network has been used in an E-business credit risk early-warning system [15] , rainfall prediction [16] , population prediction [16] , and so on. The application field is broad and wide and capable of nonlinear mapping, self-organizing, error feedback adjustment, generalization and fault tolerance.
The neural network on J-TEXT has two diagnostic signals input. The first is one of Mirnov signals in the Mirnov array and the other is from locked mode coils. The introduction of the diagnostic used into the prediction will be described in the next section. At the same time, we have one output signal in which "1" means stable state of discharge and "0" means alarming of locking mode. Hidden layers are that we do not know the structure, waiting for us to find a suitable topology. According to the theorem of the artificial neural network, with three hidden layers the BP neural network can be any function approximation [14] . Therefore, three hidden layers are defined, but the number of hidden neutrons in every layer is uncertain as seen in Fig. 1 . Each hidden layer in turn contains the neurons of number "m", "n" and "p". To determine the topology of the network, the numbers of each hidden layer's neurons and activation functions between the adjacent two layers are found out by the method of exhaustion. For a multi-layer BP neural network shown in Fig. 1 , the net input into each hidden neuron is the sum of all the weighted inputs plus the neurons bias value. For each hidden neuron:
Here net H is the sum of all inputs into the hidden neuron, x I is the output from input neuron I, w IH is the weight between input neuron I and the hidden neuron H, w B is the bias value of the hidden neuron, and "N " is the number of inputs into the hidden neuron, e.g., "N " is "m" for the neurons in hidden layer 2 ( Fig. 1 ). An activation function is then applied to the net input to generate a non-linear scaled output. Two commonly used activation functions are the sigmoid logistic function (logsig) and hyperbolic tangent function (tansig). They are applied to the net input to generate a non-linear scaled output. Also, the linear function (purelin) is used to generate a linear output.
The sigmoid logistic function uses the equation (logsig):
The hyperbolic tangent function uses the equation (tansig):
The linear function uses the equation (purelin):
During training a particular input pattern should be associated with a particular class. Hence there will be a target output. This target output is compared with the actual output to determine the error of the network. A commonly used error measurement is the mean square error (M SE). For Z output neurons:
where t J is the target output and o J is the actual output from the output neuron. Training involves propagating these errors back through the network to adjust the individual biases and weights in such a way as to reduce the future error for this training pattern. A training set, or epoch, consists of a defined set of input patterns, each with an associated target pattern. Typically the network will train over a set number of epochs or until all the pattern errors within an epoch are below a defined threshold and the network is considered to be converged.
Diagnostic
As mentioned before, because of the better response of plasma locking characteristics, two experimental diagnostic signals are the input of the neural network: locked mode coils and Mirnov coils.
On J-TEXT tokamak, there is one poloidal array of 2D Mirnov coils mounted inside the vessel and one toroidal array of 8 coils installed inside the torus. All the coils are two-dimensional (two layers) with a probe measuring B θ and the other measuring B r , and used to detect external MHD activities and identify the instabilities in terms of amplitude, frequency, and mode number (m, n). The poloidal array, which consists of 24 poloidal Mirnov coils, is symmetrically distributed and the angle between two adjacent coils in the poloidal direction is about 15
• . The frequency response of the designed coil is linear up to 100 kHz. One of the signals of Mirnov coils on J-TEXT tokamak is shown in Fig. 3 .
Recently, two new saddle coils have been constructed and installed to detect very low frequency MHD on J-TEXT. The new coils, which are called locked mode coils, are used along with other diagnostics to investigate how locked modes affect the confined plasma and to better understand how major disruptions are triggered [17∼19] . The coils are located 180
• apart toroidally. The coils have 15 turns each, corresponding to an effective area of about 1.5 m 2 . In order to provide good compensation for extraneous magnetic fields that would otherwise affect the experimental measurements, accurate alignment and precisely matched effective areas of the coils are required. These conditions are automatically satisfied by winding the coils around the tokamak ports, and therefore, no further signal compensation is necessary. There are two summing integrators, one for each coil assembly. The integrated signals are compared and using one of them minus the other one we can detect B r , which grows up with locked modes (Fig. 2) . In shot 1025223 (Fig. 3) , at 406 ms, the amplitude of magnetic perturbations is close to zero and the signals of locked mode rise immediately, as seen in the time traces. Then the plasma disrupted at 416 ms. Training of the neural network and the testing results will be shown in the next section.
Training network
In the experiment on J-TEXT tokamak, we select some representative of the discharges as training samples which consist of information of Mirnov probe signals and locked mode coils signals. In order to better understand magnetic perturbation activities, we get the amplitudes and the frequencies of Mirnov coil signals by a wavelet tour of signal processing. These samples contain intrinsic and RMPs (static resonant magnetic perturbations) induced locked mode discharges. Time t d is defined as the disrupting time and t l is the definition of locking time in every locked mode discharge. t is the time between pre-mode-locked state and mode-locking time, so that at the time of (t l − t) the network should produce an alarm to predict the danger of the locked mode and possible disruption. Finally, the alarming time of disruption is t d − (t l − t). In the BP neural network, we make the target output at time (t l − t) to be zero, which represents the signal that locked mode is about to occur. At the same time, we select the stable discharge stage of the neural network output as 1. The simplified conditions can reduce not only the amount of input data but also the requirements for spatial and temporal resolution of the experimental signal.
The determination of input variable and network topology are basically determined by experience or through trial and error. Specifically, the number of neurons of hidden layers is to continually optimize the network to get the optimal network structure. As mentioned before, the network needs three hidden layers. But activation functions between each hidden layer are uncertain. If the permutation of the activation functions have "w" kinds of combination methods and the neuron numbers in each hidden layers are m×n×p, the combinations are as high as w×m×n×p, which is an impossible enumerated case. So we defined a simple network topology (9 : 6 : 3 : 1) at first to find suitable activation functions. The activation functions between each hidden layer should be determined at first. The activation functions are introduced in Eqs. (2), (3), (4) in section 2. To compare the convergence speed of each permutation of the activation functions, "tansig", "logsig", "tansig" and "purelin" are used between the adjacent layers from the first layer to the last layer, e.g., the activation function is "tansig" between the input layer and the first hidden layer. Then, determined on the basis of the activation functions, we designed 15 kinds of neural network topology (9 : 6 : 3 : 1, 13 : 10 : 1) . The selection principle is to widen the differences of different arrangements. Each network is trained 100,000 times and then we compare their training error to take the smallest one as the optimal network. The minimum error is 3.1314×10 −4 while the network topology is (18 : 15 : 10 : 1) and the activation functions from the first layer to the last layer are tansig, logsig, tansig and purelin as described before. Fig. 4 shows the convergence trajectory of the mean squared error of the network in this network structure. The mean squared error drops extremely quickly in the start period, and in the latter process it tends to a steady value. The first 100 epochs which are amplified at the top-right corner are oscillating down and there is instability of the convergence. In this oscillation, if the increased amplitude of the error is more than the decreased amplitude, the network will be misconvergent. Because the initial state of the BP network is random, at first the network needs some epochs to develop autoregulation. It is the reason for the occurrence of the first 100 epochs' oscillation. After the oscillation we see that the network is perfectly convergent. In the field of artificial neural networks, the phenomenon of "over training" exists, which means that the network performance is very good during the training but unsatisfactory at testing. Therefore, the network with a final good result is the best one. The abovementioned method is the way to get close to it.
Testing network
The physical processes involved in disruptions are not understood in detail but the general pattern of the behavior can be described. In a tokamak the vacuum vessel provides such a shell. For finite amplitude perturbations a further interaction between the plasma and the wall results in a drag force, which acts to reduce the phase velocity of the instability, and thereby its frequency. When the phase velocity is reduced to zero, the mode is locked to the vessel. The interaction which reduces the phase velocity is due to currents induced in the vacuum vessel by the magnetic field perturbation of the instability. A sudden relaxation of the equilibrium occurs, in which the current profile is flattened, and there is a dramatic loss of confinement with a collapse of plasma temperature. This is the classic process of mode locking by intrinsic error field. Fig. 5 shows the forecast result for intrinsic error field. The locked mode occurred at 309.1 ms, as seen in the blue tag ('·-') in the figure, and disrupted (red, '-' ) occurred at 311 ms. The BP neural network gave the prewarning signal at 308.3 ms. We got about 0.8 ms earlier to predict modelocking and 2.7 ms to predict plasma disruption. Locked modes arising for different reasons have different physical phenomena. On J-TEXT tokamak, the locked modes caused by intrinsic error field of the machine last less than 1 ms while the locked modes caused by RMPs usually keep a longer locking time. Corresponding to the prediction, the forecast times have similar rule. Fig. 7 shows the prediction result under two discharge conditions. In every mode 10 shots are chosen to compare. At last, we get 1∼2 ms prewarning time for disruption by intrinsic error field locked mode and 10∼20 ms prewarning time for disruption by RMPs (Fig. 7) . We had chosen 300 continuous shots to compare the forecast and the actual value to test the effect of the neural network. There are 215 significative shots while the other 85 shots did not have a current flat-top or were only engineering tests. In our statistics results of the 215 shots, 39 shots were disrupted by locked mode. 215 shots of experimental data are adopted in the statistics (Fig. 8) . There are 176 unlocking shots and 12 shots of them are false in prewarning. The 12 shots have one thing in common that no obvious MHD actions in these shots and magnetic perturbation signals are close to 0. This is a normal phenomenon in the discharge; but because we were strongly dependent on the MHD signals, the prediction failed. The problem should be addressed in the future. On the other hand, in 39 locking mode shots that caused disruption directly, prediction of two shots failed. The false is expectable because the flattop of the plasma current in these two shots was too short. The prediction of the network now requires at least 100 ms of steady plasma current because the MHD modes are changeable with the rise of plasma current whereas the prediction program has to work in steady plasma current stage. From the statistics, the rate of successful predictions from the neural network is above 90%. 
Conclusions
In this article a BP neural network was used for forecasting plasma locked modes in J-TEXT tokamak. Locked mode coils and Mirnov coils signals were fed into the network. Although the network's role is more limited, it is believed that more accurate prediction is necessary. For intrinsic locked mode disruptions, the network can give a prewarning signal about 1 ms ahead of the locking-time. For the disruption caused by RMPs locked modes, the network can give a prewarning signal about 10 ms ahead of the locking-time. The time of the latter is enough to prevent disruption through certain external measures such as injection of gas into the device, and the former prewarning time should be prolonged in the future work to reach 3 ms at least.
Certainly, this prediction status is not satisfactory yet. Subsequent work of this paper is to analyze in detail the theoretical feasibility of BP neural network prediction of disruption on J-TEXT. Anyhow, the present results encourage us and enhance our confidence. In the future, more diagnostic signals as the input of the network and a more efficient artificial neural network will be required and developed for the disruption prediction.
